
NL50 – SRP BB vs BU – 8c6c sur 9h7c3h 

https://www.poker-academie.com/replayer/main/10125386 

Hand : 8c 6c 

Board : 9h 7c 3h 

Board where I should as BB raise 5x on 1/3 pot cbet I think since this is a board which vilain cannot 

cbet range and should have a bigger cbet size too. 

 

On the Turn I should have this bet size arount pot, this is a good card for me which connects well 

with my X/R range. 

 

Pio analysis 

 

Hand : 8c 6c 

Board : 9h 7c 3h 

Board where I should as BB raise 5x on 1/3 pot cbet I think since this is a board which vilain cannot 

cbet range and should have a bigger cbet size too. 

 

Indeed, we see that on this board vilain should have a mixed strategy which includes a bigger cbet 

size and he is only cbetting 1/3 pot 21% of the time. 
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Due to that fact, we see that we are raising 5x more often than 3x and our combo is a good raise 5x 

even if both are chosen. 

 

 
 

The Tc on the turn is a really good card for our range (one of the best card) as we can see here : 

 

 
 

We see that our strategy is to bet really often, between POT or 1/3 (3/4 is not really significant). 

We also can tell that ou combo is pretty much bet 1/3 even if EVs are really closed between 1/3 and 

POT so betting big is also a good idea. 

 

 



On the river as we can see, our combo is clearly good enough to shove : 

 

 
 

As we can see, blockbetting 25% pot is really often used, mainly with our two pairs and sets and of 

course some bluffs. 

 

Here are the EVs of OOP on the river : 

 

 
 

 

 

 


